Final Call for Participation

Keynote Speakers
Deborah Johnson  
*University of Virginia*

Billy V. Koen  
*University of Texas at Austin*

Carl Mitcham  
*Colorado School of Mines*

Jerry Ravetz  
*James Martin Institute, Oxford University*

WPE-2008: The inaugural 2007 Workshop on Philosophy and Engineering at the Delft University of Technology hosted 40 talks and 81 participants from 14 different countries. The 2008 Workshop on Philosophy and Engineering (WPE-2008) will be held 10-12 November 2008 (Monday-Wednesday) at The Royal Academy of Engineering, Carlton House Terrace, London. Sessions will include talks by invited and selected speakers as well as a number of tutorials, a prominent poster session & special events.

Other speakers: Themed tutorial talks will be held on topics including: **Engineering and Metaphysics** Peter Simons, *University of Leeds*; **Machine Consciousness** Igor Aleksander, *Imperial College London*; **Philosophical issues in Sociotechnical Systems** Peter Kros and Maarten Franssen, *Delft University of Technology*; **Peace Engineering** P. Aarne, Vesilind *Bucknell University*; **Engineering Education Revisited** Mark Somerville, F. W. Olin *College of Engineering* and Sarah Bell, University College London, **Women in Engineering** Karen Tonso, *Wayne State University*

Program highlights: 4 keynote talks, 6 themed tutorials, 45 contributed papers, poster session sponsored by British Academy, reception at the Royal Society, lunches included. Program details at [http://www.illigal.uiuc.edu/web/wpe/program/](http://www.illigal.uiuc.edu/web/wpe/program/).

Workshop Committee:
- Russ Abbott, California State University
- Igor Aleksander, Imperial College London
- Caroline Baillie, Queens University
- W Richard Bowen, U. of Wales Swansea
- Taft Broome, Howard University
- Louis L. Bucciarelli, MIT
- Philip J. Chmielewski, Loyola Marymount U.
- Ron Chrisley, University of Sussex
- Steen Hyldgård Christensen, Aarhus U.
- Michael Davis, Illinois Institute of Technology
- Tony L. Eng, MIT
- Darryl Farber, Pennsylvania State University
- Heather Fotheringham, U. of Leeds
- Jun Fudano, Kanazawa Institute of Technology
- Alastair S. Gunn, University of Waikato
- John Heywood, Trinity College Dublin
- Richard Holton, MIT
- Deborah G. Johnson, University of Virginia
- Sherra E. Kenns, Olin College of Engineering
- Billy V. Koen, U. of Texas at Austin
- Claudia Kolfzenburg, Hamburg U. of Technology
- Peter Kros, Delft University of Technology
- Bo cong Li, Graduate University of the Chinese Academy of Sciences
- Michael C. Loui, U. of Illinois
- Diane Michelfelder, Macalister College
- Carl Mitcham, Colorado School of Mines
- Joel Moses, MIT
- Byron Newberry, Baylor University
- Steven P. Nichols, U. of Texas at Austin
- Alastair S. Gunn, University of Victoria
- John Heywood, Trinity College Dublin
- Richard Holton, MIT
- Deborah G. Johnson, University of Virginia
- Sherra E. Kenns, Olin College of Engineering
- Billy V. Koen, U. of Texas at Austin
- Claudia Kolfzenburg, Hamburg U. of Technology
- Peter Kros, Delft University of Technology
- Bo cong Li, Graduate University of the Chinese Academy of Sciences
- Michael C. Loui, U. of Illinois
- Diane Michelfelder, Macalister College
- Carl Mitcham, Colorado School of Mines
- Joel Moses, MIT
- Byron Newberry, Baylor University
- Steven P. Nichols, U. of Texas at Austin

WPE Co-Chairs: Natasha McCarthy, The Royal Academy of Engineering  (*natasha.mccarthy@raeng.org.uk*) & David E. Goldberg, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign (*deg@illinois.edu*)

Registration is Limited, Register Today 
[http://www-illigal.ge.uiuc.edu/wpe](http://www-illigal.ge.uiuc.edu/wpe)